
MOUNTING & OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT: Read these instructions carefully so you fully understand them before using your D-Clever Ladder Leveler. Improper installation of the

connecting plates and improper use of the ladder leveler can cause serious injury or death.

Contents: Tools required:
1x Leveler + carrying bag 8x Washers Drill
2x Connecting Plates 8x 3/16" x 1" Hex Head Bolt 2x wrenches (7/16")
8x Nylock Nuts 1x 1/4" Drill Bit 1x Marker
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height.
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rung. If the ladder sinks or shifts, reset the ladder.

ground-level side.

2. While the ladder is on the ground, clip the leveler into place

by matching the 3 slots on the connecting plate with the 3

studs on the leveler, insert and slide up. The leveler will

3. Before erecting the ladder, make sure that the leveler is fully

clip.

grease, oil, wet paint, etc.

Note: Test the leveler-to-plate connection by manually

attempting to remove the leveler without engaging the locking

structure, determine which side of the ladder to place the

surfaces.

1. Before putting the ladder in place against a building or other

SET-UP AND USE

leveler. Note: The leveler should be placed on the lower

click into place and will not be able to be removed.

Inspect before each use.

shown on Diagram 2, then mark the 4 mounting holes.

1. Inspect the ladder and the leveler for missing or damaged

Guard

not attempt temporary repairs. Note: Destroy leveler if

damaged or exposed to fire or chemicals.

components. Do not use a damaged ladder or leveler and do

2. Keep leveler clean of all unwanted material such as mud,

Top             

(2-slots)

Bottom               

(1-slot)

5. Place the connecting plate on the outside of the ladder's

siderail so that the 2-slots are pointed towards the top of the

4. Using the 1/4" drill bit, drill the 4 mounting holes thru the

 siderail at the location previously marked.

bottom edge of the plate on top of the guard's edge as

over the bottom rung on the outside of the ladder's siderail

and mark the location for 4 mounting holes. Note: If

centering the plate in relation to the bottom rung cannot be
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1. Place the extension or single ladder flat on a work bench

2. For an extension ladder, extend the ladder one foot so

the fly section is not in your way.

achieved due to a siderail guard (cover), then place the

Top mounting holes

Bottom mounting holes

INSPECTION

3. Using one connecting plate as a template, center the unit

7. Install the washers and nylock nuts and tighten securely

using the 7/16"wrenches.

8. Repeat steps 3-7 for mounting the opposite side of ladder.

ladder.

6. Using the bolts, attach the plate to the siderail as shown

Plate sitting on 

top of the 

siderail guard

on Diagram 3. 

retracted. Follow the instructions provided with the ladder.

Note: Use the ladder only at the correct 75° angle.

or on edge, depending on preference and/or availability.

is free of debris. Do not use on slippery, soft or unstable

4. Make sure that the ladder is on firm ground and that the area

5. Do not use two levelers at the same time to gain additional

6. Stand in front of the ladder, turn the leveler's foot so that

the serrated edge is pointing away from you and ensure that

it is parallel to the ladder's foot. After erecting the ladder, push

down (depress) on the top of the leveler in order to slide it

level position.

down until it hits the firm surface. This will hold the ladder in a
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7. Test the firmness of the ground by standing on the lowest

8. After each use and when the ladder is on the ground,

remove the leveler by pulling the locking clip and sliding the

leveler down and out.
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